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Supplementary Appendix S1
To quantify the dependence of a signal ) ( YEMG t (for OO EMG record) on a signal ) ( XNR t (for IP or MN neuronal records), an estimator of the nonlinear correlation index ( 2 NR EMG η ) was computed as follows (Meeren et al., 2002; Pereda et al., 2005; Ansari-Asl, et al., 2006; Kalitzin et al., 2007) . 
will also be positive.
By combining the information of asymmetry and of time of delay in coupling, the following direction index has been proposed (Wendling et al., 2001 ) as providing a robust measure of the direction of coupling: 
For the nonlinear association curves in Figure 3B , the null hypothesis 
As a consequence the ANOVA test revealed the results illustrated in the Figure S1 for the nonlinear association curves in the Figure 3B of the main text.
The p -value indicates that the four w-transformations of the nonlinear association indices were significantly different and 0 H (no difference between population means) was rejected, then the alternative working hypothesis must be true (ANOVA F-test, 0 1 H = ; (3, 9, 2000) 1844.35, 0.01 Table S1 ).
Sometimes it is preferable to perform a test to determine which pairs of means are significantly different, and which are not. In a one-way ANOVA, we compare the means of several groups (i.e., the w-transformations of the nonlinear association indices) to test the hypothesis that they are all the same, against the general alternative that they are not all the same. Sometimes this alternative may be too general. We may need information about which pairs of means are significantly different, and which are not (according to nonlinear association indices and their w-transformations, Fig. 3B in the main text). A test that can provide such information is called a "multiple comparison". Multiple comparison procedures were designed to provide an upper bound on the probability that any comparison will be incorrectly found significant (see, Fig. S2 and Table S2 ). The optimal model order ( s ) is determined according to the criteria usually based on the statistics constructed from prediction errors. Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) is the most commonly used one: in the sense of Granger causality (Geweke, 1982; Nolte et al., 2008 Table S1 ). 
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